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INTRODUCTION

Skills for Ethical Action (SEA) is a set of instructional materials

developed at Research for Better Schools, Inc. (RBS) to teach seventh -,

eighth -, and ninthgrade seudents.a strategy, or process, that enables

them to act ethiCally in their daily lives.
1

Since the fall of 1974, SEA

has undergone a number of small-scale classroom tryouts and reviews by
a

consultants to determine what revisions should be incorporated to make

the baterials more instructionally sound and appealing. Although some of

this evaluation backgroUnd is provided, this paper is primarily a report

on the evaluation activities carried out during the 1976-77 schOol year

and the resultant. modifications in SEA.

The pages in this section contain a description of the version of

SEA that was evaluated,'a short history of the development of ,SEA, and

the purposes of the 1976-77 evaluation.

Skills for Ethical Action, the 1976-77 Version

The version of SEA of concern in this evaluation report consisted of

38 lessons, each designed for a half-hour instructional period and

related to qne another in a fixed order of presentation. Salient aspects

of the program are the SEA strategy, the unit organization of the

1,' Ethical action" is defined in SEA as action undertaken after
objectively deciding what is fair, based on consiaeratilin of probable
consequences to all persons, including oneself.

1



'instrtiction, the objectives, and'-some characteristics of:the SEA materials'

themselves.

The SEA strategy: The instructional core of the SEA program is a

six-step strategy which combines actions consistent with self-held Values.,

ethical decision making ./and eialuation of completed actions.

In the first step, Identify the Value Problem, the students

described a situation that presented a problem or that indicated they 4;

were not doing enouh to show that one of their values was meaningful.

They named the value involved and then formally stated theii prpblem.

Nhe.second step, Think up Action Ideas, asked the students to brain-
,

storm ideas for actions that might help them handle their problem. The_

students.then cheCked their action ideas to make sure they were stated
4

specifically and,Werlk possible to implement.

Consider Self and Others was the third step of the strategy.' Here

the students thought about how their action ideas might affect their own

values, feelings, health and safety, and possessions. They also obtained

information using course-taught methods about how others might be

affected in these four areas. Finally, the students considered what

might happen if everyone acted as they were thinking of acting.

-The next step, Judge, asked the students to objectively review and

sularize.the information gathered in Step 3 and to judge whether their

actions would be ethical, i.e., whether the actions would have mostly

positive effects on everyone. They could change or reject those actions

which they deemenot ethical.

6
2
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7.

In the fifth step,.Act, th students 'chose one of the actions judged

to be'ethical and madea commitment to arry ouf that action. They were

also called uporr 'to persevere Until he action was completed.
.'44K

In the final step of the .strategy, EvaNate; the students examined

the effects of adpioD they had completed
)

nd asked themselves whether

S

it did indee uce mostly positive effectSoneveryone. They also

reviewed-f"h?W we they used each strategy steLand examined the importaAce

'ef7the value w ch they-acted upon.
. ,41

A,
The units of SEA instruction. The 38 SEA lessons were grouped

'
j)Sequentially into four units.

, A ' The first unit consisted' of ten lessons.' These lessons presented

the student responsibilities in SEA, analyzed the SEA definition of
4 -

;. -"eth*clr tion," andintrodUced.the SA strategy.

the stra

th 11 lessons ofthe second unit, the students practiced using

egg in a simulation involving four case_studies about teenagers

holding s ecified values. - The practice nvolived working together on the

4.0

cases with classmates in small groups,puttlizing the strategy steps.

The Act step of the strategy was simulated by acting out the action in an

improvised drama. The definition 'of "eth101 action," and the disposi-
..r

Lions of caring for othAs, of acting consistently with one's values, and

44:

4

of being fair in judging 'potential cnsequ Were linked to the

strategy steps as a part of the unit instruction. In addition, role-

taking and decision-making skills were intr uced.

Mt
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The third unit contained nine'leasons during which the students.

practiced using the strategy to handle value problems , present in their.

ouin lives. The students were to expand theil knowledgeof their own

values by ranking general valite terms, and were provided with further'

practice in applicdtion of the skills-introduced earlier. Thit.unit

emphasized the subprocesses needed to complete each step of the trategy,

and the students were gxpected to actually carry out the action t ey had

,decided was ethical..

In the final unit, the students were asked to use the strategy in

order, to make one of their own values more meaningful in their lives,

The unit stressed the value-orienteYinitiation of the strategy use

ratherothan the -specific problem - oriented mode of the.pkevlous unit.

Again, the students were called upon t6 actually carry out the action.

The concept of "others" was expandegi-to include persons beyond thoSe

immediately and .obviously involved. The course ended with the request

that the students project future circumstances in which they might use

co'the stra egy. This unit consisted of eight lessons.

SEA o. ectives. Every SEA lesson was designed to achieve at least

one sp.ecific\bjectiVev and these objectives were presented in the SEA

Teacher's Man1,_along faith the lessons to which they were related.
\

However, More generally, A was designed to teach the strategy described

previously. As the sldents practiced using the strategy, it was postu-
,

"lated that the strength of several values or dispositions would be

increased also. These are: the tendency to act on self-proclaimed



values, concern for the .welfare of others, and objectivity In decision

making. Finally, in addition to fostering these dtapositions, SEA was

to develop the skills needed to use the strategy. These are the skins

that enable a person to translate values into actions that have been--

objectively considered and judged to have mostly positive effects On

everyone, including oneself.

SEA materials. The instructional materials included cassette-audio

tapes that could be used to present 34 of the 38 SEA lessons to a 'class.

(For most of these 34 taped lessons the teacher was also provided with

elaborate guidance as to how to present the lesson without using the

tape.) The'instruction on the tapes was provided in Units I and III by

a male nar,4or who spoke slowly and in Units II and IV-by a female

narrator who spoke more rapidly. The tape presentations also included

modeling of some of the content by boys and girls, Some Black, some White.

Finally, music was used as a part of each lesson introduction as well as

during the times allowed on tape, for student activity.

The lessons referred the students to 44 study book pages and three

filmstrips, which gave visual support to the primarily'audio instruction.

In addition, there were 21 worksheets to be completedlin conjunction with

, the SEA lessons.

The SEA Teacher's Manual included suggestions for materials prepara-

tion, classroom arrangement, the .objectives, and a lesson plan for each/of

the 38 lessons. It also included outline descriptions of all presenta-

tion modes posible (tape, tape and_teacher, or teacher) and suggestions

for remedial activities. In addition, the Manual contained a reproduction

5
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Of each auclio script, annotated with suggested discussion questions,

guidelines for te4cher,participation, and classroom .management_ recommen-
.

datiohs. Copies of student materlals,-tests, and scoring directions

fOr each of the four unit tests were also included. In all, the SEA

Teacher's Manual had 680 typescript pages and was contained in a 21-inch-

thick, three-ring binder.

The Development of SEA2

The 1976-77 version of SEA was the outcome of over two-and-a-half

years of developmental effort. Based on a previous success experience,

those in charge of its development began with the orientations that (1)

the course would teach a strategy, or process, that would include as an

integral part acting on issues_of personal importance, and (2) the teacher

of the'course should have available an audio-taped presentation of all,

or practically all, of the instruction. To provide the knowledge base in

moral and values education that would ifiform about the current state of

knowledge and practice, a small library of. over 1800 books and articles,

a)d 55 different sets of curricular materials wis built, and was used

extensively during the first year of development efforts.
3

2
See the SEA Teacher's Manual: Volume 1. (Philadelphia: Research

for Better Schools, Inc., 1977) pp. 37-43, for a more elaborate descrip-
tion of SEA's developmental history.

Q
3
This knowledge base also provided for the following publications:

Mgaria B.-Klafter and J9an Wallace. A Bibliography on Moral/Values Educa-
tion. (Philad 1phia: Research for Better Schools/Inc., 1976), and
Nicholas M. Sa ders and Marcia B. Klafter. The Importance and Desired
Cheracteristi s of Moral/Ethical Education in the Public Schools of the
,SpA.: .A Systematic Analysis of Recent Documents. (Philadelphia:
search for Better Schools, Inc., June, 1975).
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As soon as the SEA staff WAS able. to producean intellectually

defensible ethical action strategy to be taught: Ln the env1411ened couroo,

'empirical testing began with students from the tavget population before

additional course developthent was undertaken. As may be seen In Table 1,

student tryouts of either components or complete versions of SEA were

almost continuous between fall, 1974, and fall, 1976. The and

"-students involved were the sources'of information that was crAlcal to

the development of a classroom-worthy course. More specifically, the

presentations were obServed, informal interviews were conducted, and testis

and questionnaires were used, in order to determine where and how the

course might be revised to improve its appeal and instructional value.

The development process during these years also included-seeking

reviews of the course materials by experts. There were three such

reviews. First, a philosophy-of-education scholar, whose special area of

expertise was moral education, reviewed the course for its philosophical

validity. Second, a director'of a values education center, who had con-

sidered many values education courses for use, in public schools, reviewed

the quality of instructional design of the course. And, finally, .- beard

member of a number of civic/educational groups and member of a large city

mayor's advisory committee on community imprOvement reviewed the course

to determine whether any ethnicor interest grdup might be offended by

the contents.

Purposes of 1976-77 Evaluation Activities
,1

As may be noted by reference to Table 1, the nature of all SEA



,TA111,11;

Studont Tryout

Prior to the .1976777 Evaluat Inn

Date's Nafure of SEA Presentation

Oct. & Nov. '74 SEA,staff.."takked through" the
first version of the strategy.

Nov. '74 - Jan.'75 SEA staff presented 9 lessons
on the strategy

May - June '75

July - Aug. '75

SEA staff presented 9 revised
.

lessons focusing on instruc-
tional activities"

SEA staff presented the spring
'75 version of 23 lessons

Nov. '75 - Mar, '76 SEA staff presented redesigned ,

(fall '75) version of 43 lessons

Feb. - June '76

,July - Aug. %76

Teacher managed, with SEA staff
consultation, the tape presenta-
tion of redesigns 4 (winter '76)
version of 39 le sons

Teacher managed, SEA staff presen-
tation of redesigned (summer '76)
version of 36 ,lessons

8

12

Sample

9 selected eighth
graders
(School I)

31 regular class,
eighth graders
(School I)

11,selected
seventh graders
(School II)

17 selected
seventh and
eighth graders
(School III)

29 regular class,
eighth graders
(School III)

31 regular class,
eighth graders
(School III)
26 "problem" class,
seventh graders
(School IV)

18 selected
seventh graders
(School III)



,Ofes'entations in student tryouts had entailed at least SEA staff consul-
\

tationyith the teacher, if notflirect presentations by the SEA staff.

In.other words, prior to the fall, 1976, SEA had not been studied under

conditions of freedom from direct developer influence. Thus, one purpose

of the 1976-77 evaluation activities was to study SEA classroom presenta-

tions under such conditions.

Another purpose was to note the variation among classroom settings.

The past tryouts bf SEA versions, as may be seen in Table 1, involved at

most two classes at t1;:le same time. In fact, most of the revisions in

SEA versions were based upon information from White, middle-class teachers

and their White, suburban, middle-class students.- A wide variety of

school settings and students was sought fOt the 1976-77 study of SEA.

Under the conditions implied by the two purposes described above, the

evaluation study was designed to accomplish two major goals. First, there

was a need to examine information about how the course was presented and

what the effects were, in order to further refine the course. And,

secondly, there was an interest in trying to depict the status of SEA

development through portrayals of its use and effects in particular class-

rooms. The latter is referred to as the "case studies"; the former is

called the "formative evaluation."

Also, it was necessary to consider expert perspectives on (1) the

placement of SEA in various parts of the curriculum, (2) the use of SEA

in relation to other moral and values education courses and programs, and

(3) threats to, or degradation of, any religious principles or ptactices.44

by SEA.

9
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METHODS

The evaluation was based primarily upon studies of the classroom use

of SEA. However, the evaluation also drew upon reviews by educators out-

side of RBS and ongoing affirmative action checks conduAed by'SEA staff.

Because 'these three sources of evaluative information required different

methods, the following description of methods involves a subsection

devoted to each source.

Classroom Studies

The major source of information for the evaluation was the studies

of the use of SEA in classes. The following describes the sampling, the

arrangements for participation in the study, the ways of collecting

information, and the use of the information collected.

Sampling. The target population for SEA was considered to be stu-

dents in seventh-, eighth-, and ninth-grade classes. With the purpose of

studying SEA use in a variety of school settings, recruitment efforts

were designed to contact school personnel in a large city and its suburban

districts. The first contact initiated by the SEA staff was usually with

a school-district level administrator with responsibility for curriculum

and/or instruction. Then there were followup contacts with principals

and, eventually, with teachers. This process, while not resulting in a

representative sample of teachers or students, was assumed to be similar

to an instructional materials marketing process and, therefore, should

result in a sample representative of future users of SFA.

V
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Descriptive information concerning the sample is presented in Table

2. All classes completed all lessons of SEA, except the classes 1-1 and

1-2, which completed only Units I and II due 0 class schedule constraints.

ArrAngements for study participation. In order to become involved

in presenting SEA to their classes, teachers had to be willing to try to

present the full SEA program of 38 lessons and to assist the SEA evalu-

ation staff in data collection. They also were required to participate

in a three-hour training workshop prior to their classroom presentations

of SEA. The workshop was designed to familiarize them further both with

the SEA program, a part of which they were asked to experience as students,

and with the data collection needs of the study.

In return, RBS supplied the SEA materials free of charge and paid

the teachers an honorarium for time required beyond normal classroom

preparation.

Information collection procedures. The overall purpose of collecting

data was to provide information in four areas. These areas were presen-

tation, acceptability to the teachers, acceptability to students, and

effectiveness. Information was obtained in each of these areAs by a

variety of methods.

First, the participating SEA teachers completed a teacher's report

form on each of the 38 lesson presentations. Some parts of this form

related to how SEA was presented (e.g., time used and difference in pre-

sentation from the procedure in Manual), while others referred to issues of

how the teacher perceived SEA (e.g., difficulty and management problems).



TABLE 2

Descriptive 'information Concerning the 1916-77 Sample

for Classroom Studies of SEA

Characteristic
School-Class Code'

1-1/1-2 2 -1 3-1/3-2 4-1 5'-*522' 6-1 7-1 8-1 9-1

Location Suburb Suburb Suburb Suburb Urban Urban Urban Urpan Urban

Type \ PNb Cath PN PN PN PN PN pN Magnet
c

Cla'Ss grade 8 8

..-

Class size 21/18 a, 18

% non-white in class 0/0 6

Class verbal ability
e

30/54 53

7

29/22

0

70/64

9

27

0

29

7 .

d
30135

33/33

30/14

8

35

100

38

18

100

4

? 7&8

31

: 100

19&16

7

32

59

81

a
The school-class code contains two numerals. rst numeral indicates the order in which the school

became involved in the study, while the second er is merely for class identification purposes.

b"PN" is used as an abbreviation for public, neighborhood school:

cThis "magnet" school selected volunteer students from across the large public school district.

dAhout 20 percent of the students were shifted between the two classes.

e,lhe figure given is the grade related percentile rank of the class mean on the Verbal Part of the Cooper-

ative School and College Ability Test, Series 11 (SCAT) administered by a member of the SEA staff prior

to SEA instruction. Form 3A of the SCAT was used for all classes. Further information is presented in

SCAT Series II: Handbook. Educational Testing Service; Princeton, N.A., 1967.

16
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A
The form also included a question concerning changes the teacher wished

to recommend.

In order to review and clarify the teacher's reports on the lesson

presentations and to obtain additional teacher input with regard to the

progress of the course, the completed teacher report forms were rorlected

and reviewed with the teacher in an interview conducted by the SEA field

coordinator after every thi4d to fourth lesson presentation. This inter-

view session allowed the teacher to orally communicate perceptions of the

course related to all the points on the teacher report form, to elaborate

upon Aspects of the instructional content, and to clarify evaluation

,g checkpoints used. These sessions also allowed the teacher to communicate

his/her perceptions of howitthe students were responding to the course.

4 third procedure, the classroom obsfrvatiorN served ,to collect in-

forvation about bow SEA was lAing presented and about how students were

reacting. The observations were conducted by the SEA field coordinator

usually every third to fourth lesson presentation. The SEA,field coor-

f--
/1-/dinator focused on a number of events during the observed lesson-presen-

---P

tations. These events fall into six date,tories: time, instructional mode,

particular instructional and Othek mydificatidhsand/or elaboratipns of-.

the lesson as it was depicted in the,5EA Teacher's Manual, student -reac-

tions to the content and activities of the lessons, disruptions outside

the presentation, and supplementary assignments given by the teacher.

The final method used in the classroom studies to gain information

regarding the teacher's overall impreselon9 of SEA related events was an

13
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interview condupted by the SEA evaluator with the individual tea'CheT after

the program had been presegted in its entirety. The final interview

covered both presentation issues (such as what makeup procedures were

used for absentees) and acceptability issues (such as perceptions of the

value of SEA for the students and evaluations of the taped lessons).

o

The three means for gathering information regarding students' accept-

ance of SEA were the collection of all the students' written SEA class

work, a questionnaire administered to all the students upon completion of

the program, and the classroom observations described above.

The purpose of the End-of-Course Questionnaire was to measure three

areas of student response: disposition, knowledge, and 'reaction to SEA.

The dispositional and knowledge items all relate to SEA objectives.achieve-

I he 1

d,nt I t() propram, coveted .1 number ol itcho-; in or del i
III .I

meot and are discussed in the followinv, pai,wraphs.

t h e - ; 1 1 n I c n t ' . p e r c e p t i o l u ; of io v a l u e o t i t s dill 1, nIty, null

upFiet (aused, and interest.

Ail of the students' written work, (oded I III. I, it ,

,r5

their anonymity, WAti examined by the dev(.1,q,iitt111. nt.1t I . I lit

tit udents in each class were summari 'eci as to omp It 1 I1, qua I i t,r,

and sense of re 1 at ionship to des i red responses. .1 he student s' I espouses

provided toot only student acceptanr.e intotwarion, but also a m t I ot

ettectiveuess data for the partiaulat lesson pot L . .urred.

ittectiveneas in terms of a,hrevcm,..ut ot ohje,:tiv, ,t-11,d by

tie of LeSL 1C,.:.Mn that were consttuctJ L.. IlItZti:-,l.11C kill Ct. t 1. 1 Ile

1 3



specified objectives associated with S2A lessons. These items, along

with the instructional objectives they were designed to measure and4the

6

directions for scoring the items, were reviewed for objective-item con-

gruence by the SEA developer and two RBS evaluators not assigned to the

SEA project. Where necessary, modifications were made in an item or its,
f/,

related objective to bring the two into agreement. /

Items referenced to instructional objectives occurri410340 i gven

'P7' , ,"

unit made up the tests for that unit. These Nests weTea441, .Were'dby

theJteachYr to the students both prior to and,fp14yJ_1J0, nt ns of
,''' ,V

the respective SEA units. For each unit pre-:'and/.pqs yst, the answers., P---- ''=4./..e_f ' ii:.

of at least five students in each.of at least two,claOses Were.scored,by

two independe t scorers. After a comparison ofthe results from the two

scorers, scorin directions were clarified and additional double scorings

were conducted where necessary to obtain'a high degree of, agreement:, The

remainder of,the answers to the particular test was scored by only one of
1.

the two scorers.

The remaining SEA objectives-referenced items Were administered as

part of the End-of-Course Questionnaire. This questionnaire was admin-

istered by the SEA evaluator soon after all SEA presentation was completed.

An item that relates to anticipated 'future use of the strategy and one

that has to do with recall of the strategy were pecially critical items

in that they were designed to measure the egr Of achievement of the

objectives for-which most other SEA objectives may he conside,ved instru-

mental.
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,

InformationlAalysip.iirocedues. .The information collected by the

%, . -' .

above methods was anaMedin.two'different ways, to serve the. two major

goals of '(1) portrayal of the use of. SEA as a whole in several "case

Studies", (a type of states report) ai (2) revision of specific aspects

\.,

of SEA to improVe the\ our.se.
, .

% In the case study analysds, khe data from si'x of the nine teachers'

.cjasseskere organized to answer,three major questions for each case. Of

,/'
,c6urse, one oftekr6se questions was, "Was SEA effective in producing the

It
A .

desired khanges in the students?" To answer this questiOn, both gains

from pre-.tor post instruction and absolute levels of postinptruction per-
\

/
.,6'

/
f ance on the objectives-referenced tests were 9sed. 'Also/of major

A
- '.,

P. '
concern was the question, ,"Did the'teacher and/Oi the students value and

enjoy SEA?" The teachef report forms:, interviews with the teachers, SEA

staff observations during SEA lesson presentations, and the,End7Df-Course

Questionnaire that the students completed were the sources of information

used to answer that question. Filially, in order to evaluate the suffi-

ciency of the study of SEA by looking at the results of the particular

classroom use case, the question, "Was it a good test of SEA?" was asked.

This question was answered using the teacher's reports and interviews and

the SEA staff observations.

The formative evaluation, which was designed to pinpoint aspects of

m1A uecdim; revision And to suggest ways In which those ampetlm might_ he

revim,A, used hashally the sAme data am th howc-v,i, the

iormaLtve evatu,ILion involvcd or;anizing that ,LILA leir to mut. lilt
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aspects of SEA--..ip'steadDf to particular teacher-class cases. Also, data

from all nine teachers' classes were used in this aspect of the evalua-

tion. This revision-oriented analysis resulted in a report on each of

the 38 SEA lessons. On any topic in the report (e.g., effectiveness of

the lesson in achieving its objectives), the results from all of the

classes involved in the study were presented (e.g., changes from before

to, afte'r instruction in percent of students in each class who were cor-

rect on the test item associated with that lesson's objective). Thus,

the major outcome of these analyses are 38 leson analysis reports. How-

ever, for putposes of conveying the changes in SEA so that they may be

comprehended without going through every lesson report, these analyses
9

were summarized by relating the changes implied into a relatively manage-

able number of categories, presented as subsections of the Endings sec-

tion of this report.

External Reviews

The 1976-77 version of SEA underwent review by educators employed

outside of RBS. Their roles in the review, as well as their particular

positions of related expertise, are described in the following paragraphs.

The 1976-77 version of SEA was reviewed by a curriculum and instruc-

tion scholar who has published extensively in the area of moral education.

He was asked to review the program instruction in fulfilling its object-

ive§, the place of the program's intended outcomes in relation to moral

education in general, and the usefulness of the program in the school cur-

riculum.
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A second reviewer, was, a school district-level administrator whose

main concern was the social studies:aspect of the curriculum in a large

metropolitan school district. The .SEA seaff asked him to consider issues

of implementation that would affect the potential for public school use

of the 1976-77 ver'Sion of SEA.

.Because the area ofmoral values 'is a substantial aspect of religious A

orientations, the SEA staff alr sought a review by a person or persons

who would be qualified to.j4dge any re 'igious connotations that might be

unsuitAble for...materials intended for publicoschool use. Two-scholars at

a university-based center specializing in the relation between public

education and religion took on that review'task.

Affirmative Action "Review

The third type of evaluation activity was an ongoing check for affir-

mative action aspects of the course,, which was applied to both the 1976-77

version and to the revisions of the 1976-77 version. The review proce-

dures and standards were those developed by SEA staff following guide-

lines set by RBS.

First, there were counts across all materials of the race/ethnicity,

sex, and any handicap of the major, minor, and background characters;

these counts were to ascertain that an appropriate diversity of individuals

was represented among the tharacters. In addition, there was d check of

the physical traits of those tharacters depiLted in illnsttatioos,

ensure absence of graphic stereotypes. Finally, the chaiacLers'

relationships, activities, and personal traits were reviewed to ,Av-id
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stereotypes and to provide a balance in, characterization. Standards

involving language considerations were also applied to SEA materials. A

main concern with the audio script was how ftonoun references were hat

led.

FINDINGS

The findings are presented under two general headings. First, there

are the findings of the case studie-8, including brief descr-;ptions of the

nature of SEA presentation and its impact in each of several classroom

"cases." Second, there is the summary of the findings related to improv-

ing SEA, the formative evaluation.

Case Studies

Case studies wet made for six of the nine sites involved in the

classroom use study. The analysis of data for the case studies was re-

stricted by practical concerns to six of the nine cases. The six cases

chosen represent among them a wide range of school settings-and student

backgrounds. The case study reports that follow are presented and labeled

in a way that is designed to maintain the anonymity of the students,

teachers, and schools involved. Reference here to teachers by third

person, singular pronouns is designed also to protect anonymity; i.e.,

"he" and "she" are used randomly among the cases.

Case A. Both classes in Case A provided moderately good tests of

SEA. The teacher departed only slightly from the SEA dpvelop Ihtenrs

for SEA lesson presentations. Time allowed to present the SEA lessons was

adequate. Students had a high attendance rate, and were encouraged to

learn SEA concepts by the external motivation of being graded on their
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work. Only a.ten-week long-interruption of lesson presentations and an

initial negativism toward RBS on the part of some students prevented the

situation from providing an'ideal test of SEA.

With the exception of a dislike for tie pace and tone of the taped

instructional narration, the teacher's evaluation of SEA'was positive.

Shd was especially enthusiastic about the "logical, thorough development

of content" in the course. She thought almost all the lessons were at

an appropriate level of difficulty for her class, and there was evidence

on only one occa ion of a minor class management problem arising from SEA

activities. The SEA Teacher's Manual was considered adequate, and the

preparation requirements for lesson presentations were considered reason-

able. She did find that fitting SEA into an already full curriculum was

difficult; she suggested that a shorter version of the course would be

easier to fit, but at the same time cautioned against abbreviation that

would disrupt the good development of content within and between lessons.

Although the students seemed attentive and involved during lesson

presentations, the teacher believed that they were somewhat negative

about SEA even before lessons were begun. By the end of the course, the

overwhelming majority in both classes were expressing strong dislike tot

the course. Most of these students said that SEA was less oz,etul thaa

their other courses. Some expressed upset with the course tot to

an invasion of their privacy; most expressed boredom and the ,oavla,Lion

that Sh.A had been a tad!ste ,t Lime.

th,wevel the 3E.-1

1h,11 ui5e related atLitude5 would imply. A high level or

di k)
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was especially evident on the 'cognitive type of objectives, such as knoW=

ledge of the strategy. On the other hand,:there was a very low level of

intent to use the strategy. Finally, both the teacher and her students

generally thought SEA was neither too difficult nor too easy.

The above comments concerning SEA effectiveness and acceptability

of the course to the students apply almost equally to both classes. One

class was slightly more positive and achieved.slightly more on the unit

tests, but the differences were so small as to leave no need for two

different summaries.

In conclusion, SEA was well-implemented in Case A and well-received

by the teacher. Although SEA was effective in teaching many of its ob-

jectives to these students, the students generally did not view the

course positively.

Case B. This se did not providek,'A good test of SEA. Class 1 pro-

vided a better test uation than class 2. The teacher departed from

the SEA developer's intents for lesson presentation ,only slightly in class
/

1, while there was a greater degree of departure in class 2. Also, though

absences were at,a rate of about 10 percent per lesson in class 1, they

were over 20 percent in class 2. There was no regdaar p ovision for make-

ups in either class. Finally, in the last half of the course both classes

were faced with class periods that were too short for lesson completion.

Although the teacher was generally positive about most aspects of

SEA, he did feel the need for greater elaboration and clar ication of

terms and activities directions. His concern was greater for class 2 and
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involved almost one tenth of class-2's lessons. (The students, however,

perceived the course as about right in its level of difficulty and as o.f

about the same difficulty as or even easier than their other courses.)

However, with a few reservations, the teacher thought the SEA Teacher's

Manual was quite complete, he believed that the preparation required for

"S.

SEA lesson presentation was reasonable; and he valued the audio-taped

lesson presentations. Finally, he judged a large majority of the SEA

lesson parts as posing no problems.

The students' responses to aspects' of SEA were mixed. The classroom

observation reports indicate that class 2 was generally quite attentive

to SEA lesson presentations, while class 1 was much less so. The teacher

thought that Unit II was not interesting to the students in either classy

primarily because the roles they were asked to play were not realistic in

their life experiences. He also pointed out that in Unit III they

were not ready to involve theiselves personally by using the strategy
JM

with a problem situation from their own lives. Nonetheless, about one-

half of the students in each class said on the End-of-Course Question-

naire that they were glad to have had SEA and believed they learned impor-

tant.things in thelgourse. The other half said they were bored.

SEA's effectiveness in Case B is also a mixed picture. SEA was

effective in increasing objectives-related achievement in class 1, but

was less effective with lass 2. The level of unit test scores was

generally very low, especially in class 2. This distinction between

classes became more exaggerated on a measure of strategy knowledge, with

22
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over one half of class 1 students exhibiting a functional knowledge of

some of the strategy processes, while no one in class 2 attained that

level of knowledge. HoViever,'among those class 1 students only about

20 percent of those-sufficiently knowledgeable seemed disposed to

actually use the strategy.

Case B should probably be divided into two subcases, class 1 and

classr2, for purposes of conclusions. Although neither subcase provided

for a good test of SEA, implementation in class 1 was much better than

that in class 2. The objectives-referenced tests revealed that class 1

knew more of SEA than class 2, with class l's level of achievement being

low to medium, while class 2's was very low. Also, the teacher believed

that while both classes had some difficulty with SEA instruction, class 2

was more dramatically affected. Only on indices of student acceptance of

SEA did the class differences decrease,with about half of each class

liking and valuing the SEA experience. The teacher was generally positive

about the course.

Case C. Case C provided a very good test of SEA. The SEA lessons

were presented with only slight departure from the SEA developer's intents.

The time for lesson presentation was always much more than enough. The

absentee rate was 8 percent per lesson, but those who were absent had

Cample opportunity to review missed lessons. Also, the students were held

accountable for the SEA work by being graded on it. Furthermore, the

'-reacher provided much review and additional homework assignments to supple-

ment regular SEA instruction and review.



s.

The teacher was %quite positive about SEA. She rated over 70 percent

of the lesson parts as being "especially good." She praised the SEA

Teacher's Manual and found lesson preparation requirements to bereason-

able. She found no management problems associated with SEA activities,

only one occasion of student difficulty with materials, and only one

occasion of harm -- which she believed could be easily corrected. Finally,

she appreciated and used the audio-tape-presentation of lessons very often.

Practically every indication of'student reaction to SEA was positive.

Four out of every five students said that they were glad they had the

course. The teacher reported high degrees of student interest and parti-

cipation through the third unit; she said that attention and interest

waned somewhat during. Unit IV only because students were ready to leave

school for the summer. Most students believed that SEA was about right

in difficulty. Every student listed some aspect of SEA as being person-

ally useful, and SEA was rated by most students as being of about the

same usefulness as their other courses.

The findings with regard to SEA effectiveness in Case C are mixed.

First, there was definite improvement on the objectives-referenced mea-

sures, though the level of achievement was slightly less than half the

possible points. Also, almost two thirds of the students demonstrated

at least partially functional knowledge of the SEA strategy, though it

was estimated that only about one fourth of the students were both suf-

ficiently postive about strategy use and knowledgeable enough to put at

least some aspects of the strategy into use. However, the teacher noted

several instances of use of course concepts and techniques outside SEA

lessons.
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In conclusion, Case C provided a good test of SEA. It was charac-
-

terized by positive teacher and student reaction to the course, and some

evidence for SEA's effectiveness was obtained.

Case D. Case D provided a generally good test of SEA. The teacher

varied'only slightly from the developer's intents for lesson presentations.

The. time period,avai101e for SEA lessons was usually quite adequate.

After the first unit, tests were graded, and the students seemed serious

about their Vipt performances. Absences were few, and a coverage of at

least the essentials of missed SEA lessons was arranged. However, the

teacher did believe that one of the students in the class was quite dis-

ruptive to most of the class meetings.

The teacher's view of SEA was generally positive, with some salient

negative points as well. The large proportion of lessons was considered

either problem-free or especially good. Her major problems were with Unit

II group activities and dramas, which posed classroom management problems.

ally at those times did she think that the SEA lessons required an

unreasonably long preparation time. She herself believed 'that the taped

SEA lessons presented instruction very efficiently, but her students seemed

throughout the course to be unable to attend to directions presented by

the tape.

As noted above, there were problems in doing the group work and

reluctance in producing the dramas required in Unit II. Nevertheless, the

teacher and SEA observer had seen only a few signs of negative student

reaction to the course prior to Unit IV. Thereafter, reactions of most

25
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students were negative. At the end'of the course the majority said that.

the course was boring, too difficult, and less useful than their other

courses.

Although the SEA lessons were effective in increasing objectives-

referenced achievement, neither that achievement nor the strategy know-

Nt,

ledge and 'use orientation Of the. students revealed more than moderate.

levels.of objectives achievement. Also, while the teacher did believe

that the students would use aspects of the course, she said that she could

aA
offer no evidence for her belief.

In conclusion, under the generally positive conditions for studying

SEA in Case D, there was a generally positive teacher reaction, an increas-

ingly negative student reaction from earlier to later in the course and a

low to moderate level of SEA effectiveness.

Case E. Case E provided a situation favorable to the testing of SEA.

A district administrator cease the teacher as the best teacher to work

with the course and then encouraged the teacher in SEA presentations.

The teacher was enthusiastic throughout the presentations and well prepared,

remaining quite close in lesson presentation to the SEA developer's intents.

The class was rather small, the students seemed to respect the teacher

highly, and there seemed to be good rapport between students and teacher.

The students were absent very seldom. The class periods were cbnsiderably

longer than required for SEA lessons, and the pace of the usual lesson

presentation seemed leisurely, often with extended, relevant discussions.

Only a somewhat irregular rate of presentation, broken within SEA units
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two times by an extended period of no SEA, prevented the situation from

being the ideal.

As presented above, the teacher's general reaction to SEA from start

through finish was positive, enthusiastic. He judged practically one-half

of the SEA lessonsto be of especially good instructional quality and

found no problems with almost all the rest. He believed there were no

problems of classroom management or harm to students arising from SEA

and found less than 1 percent of the SEA lesson parts to be at an inappro-

priate difficulty level. He thought the preparation time and resource re-

quirements for lesson presentations were reasonable. He thought the SEA

Teacher's Manual was adequate, except for a few minor points. His only

negative reactions were to the tone and pace of the narrators and the

tone of the teenagers' voices used to model on the audio-taped lessons.

The students' reactions to SEA were also generally positive, with 72

percent of the students saying they were glad they'd had the course, and

two thirds of the students saying that SEA was more personally useful

than their other courses. The majority thought SEA was about right in its

level of difficulty, with most of the remaining students believing it was

easy.

With this class SEA was effective in leading to a high level of per-

formance on objectives-related test items. Most students had a thorough

knowledge of the strategy. It was estimated that about two - thirds of the

class was sufficiently experienced, positive about future use, and know-

ledgeable enough to put at least some aspects of the strategy into future
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use. Also, the teacher did believe that he had seen an improvement''in the

interactions of the students outside the class during gym and lunch-time

sports.

In summary, under the positive-conditions provided by Case E, SEA

was a generally well-liked course that improved objrtives-related know-

ledge and skills to a high. level of achievement.

Case F. Case F posed a challenge for SEA: In a school with much

interpersonal conflict and fighting, the class invOlved in SEA was a

special one for students who were more difficult to manage than-the

regular students. cAlso, the tested verbal ability of the students in

-Case F was extremely low.

Perhaps closely related to these features of the setting is the fact-

\

that the teachei presented SEA in a way which,departed considerably from

the'deyeloper's intents.. His comments on most of the modifications indi-

cate that the changes were meant to make SEA more realistic, interesting,

and intellectually available to his particular students. While'his modi-

fications may have made his own and his students' evaluations of SEA more

positive, than if the changes were not made, the changes also resulted is

considerable departure from the SEA objectives. Thus, Case F did not pose

a good test of SEA.

While the teacher's judgment of the program was heavily influenced

by his view of its'inappropriateness for the special class students in

case.F, he saw some positive aspects of SEA itself, including "the best

teacher's manual" he'd ever seen. He said he would especially like to

AY"
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1

teach SEA to one of the "academic" classes in his school.

The students' responses to SEA were mixed and probably were more

functions of being in a study than of SEA itself. On the one hand, m ny

students were suspicious and referred to all aspects of SEA as a "test,"

perhaps because of the controlled pacing of activities and use of work-

sheets, in addition to the general measures and unit tests used and the

knowledge that they were involved in a study. On tht other hand; there

were several indications that many were proud of the special status they

believed, was attached to having been chosen to participate in the study.

Some very positive aspects of the students' responses to SEA
)

itself were

their interest in the filtstrips and the teacher's report of their greater

effort in SEA than in their other courses.

One aspect ofthe greater degree of effort that the teacher reported

4

was that the students did take the SEA unit tests seriously. And, with

1 the exception of the last unit test, the students did exhibit definite

imptiovement in objectives-referenced performance from before- to after

relevant SEA instruction. However, for the many reasons presented above

and perhaps others, the students' level of objectives achievement was

-never very high, averaging about 20 percent per student across the tests.

In conclusion, because of the considerable departure from the de-

veloper's intents, the SEA implementation in Case F did not allow for a

clear test of either SEA's effectiveness in objectives attainment or the

acceptability of SEA to the studentd. On the other hand, the departures in

in SEA implementation prObably occurred because the teacher judged that
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much of the. SEA content and activities needed modification tomake it

more intellectttally available to his class of special students and more

congriiiit With their lifestyles.

Conclusion of the case studies. The preceding reports of six case

studies of SEA use and effectiveness were designed to provide protrayals

of the classroom life of SEA in diverse settings. These findings have also

indicated that revisionssin the version,of SEA tested during the 1976-77

school year probably would improve SEA's acceptability and effectiveness

in settings in which SEA was not effective and/or not well received. A

summary of revision findings is presented in the section immediately

following.

Formative Evaluation

As discussed in the Analyses subsection of the-Methods section, the

findings concerning actual lesson presentation, ainfeal, and effectiveness

that were used in the course revision were specific to parts of SEA

lessons. However, for purposes of reporting, these findings were sum-
,

marized by relating the revisions implied,into a relatively manageable

number of categories. These revision categories include teacherOcontrol

of presentation and concomitant management issues, provision of alterna-

tives for various student users, Unit II revisions, changes in objectives,

student privacy rights, and design or format of the Teacher's Manual.

Presentation mode. Several interesting points regarding the presen-

tation mode alternatives were made by the teachers participating in the

stud}. All were in favor ok retaining the audio cassettes. The general
9
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consensus was based on the usefulness of having particularly difficult

concepts presented accurately, the modeling offered, and the variety the

tapes offered students. However, the teachers also thought that with

more familiarity with the program they; would opt for more teacher-led

presentations. They projected that more provision for conducting a

lesson themselves would also allow them to handle any negative reactions

to taped presentations which might occur in individual classes and would

permit the teacher to direct particular activities for which the potential

for management problems iii some classes was revealed during the study.

In addition, there were reports oOnegative reactions to the audio

delivery styles of the narrators employed on the tapes. In production of

the revised materials, greater'attention was given to this aspect of the

audio portion of the instruction.

Student considerations. As was noted previously, the student users

of the materials in the study came from diverse backgrounds and possessed

a wide range of ability. The analyses, particularly of the student re-

sponses, lent support to revisions that would make the materials more

suitable and meaningful to varied student populations.

Many of the concepts and lesson activities were exemplified through

stories about, and on-tape modeling by, young persons. Some of these

examples were reported as being inappropriate or unrealistic, particularly

to nonwhite, urban students. In such cases the stories have. been changed

or modified, using examples drawn from the students- to make them more
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realistic to the age group in general. Further, the Teacher's Manual re-

visions offer alternative stories and examples, and suggestions for modi-

fi atiod of given situations, which are aimed at making the materials

more meaningful to the urban youngster.

The major goal of the prograis to teach a core strategy for stu-

dents to dseln their own lives. Some of the concepts and skills under-

lying this strategy are complex. Previous tryouts of the materials had

enabled the developers to break apart and sequence the instruction to

facilitate student learning. However, the analyses of the current study

data revealed that students of lesser ability showed very low levels of

achievement in mastering some of the basic concepts and skills. Changes

in instruction involving reading and pacing were made.

The reading load of the program presented in the study was quite

modest. Most often it consisted of simple directions and short paragraphs.

The reading level was geared. to grade 5. In addition, the printed direc-

tions on worksheets and study book pages most often were also given on

the tape'or repeated by the teacher. However, the analyses revealed that

lack of reading (and writing) skills still interfered with successful use

of the materials i some classes.
,---

Thus, the revi ons include more provision for oral responses and

frequent requests that the teacher read particular worksheets or study

book pages to the class. In group work situations, it is suggested that

an able reader be included in each group.- The instances where these

directions are deemed necessary are clearly indicated in the current

revision of the Teacher's Manual.
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Also, whenever possible, illustrations have been employed in the

revised materials to expand definitions, and physical activities have

been introduced which exemplify or reinforce certain concepts.

More provisions have been made for breaking lessons into parts to

allow the'teacher to vary the instructional pace to meet varied student

abilities. Additional remedial exercises are also provided, and homework

,suggestions are given.

Unit II revisions. The revisions recommended for Unit'II, the only

unit dramatically revised, exemplify and expand upon some of the concerns

raised-above. The unit as designed in the study required the students

to work in groups, each group using one of four "cases" fgenagers hold-
,

ing specified values. The instruction was structured to.give the students

practice in using the strategy .by taking their case character thi'ough each

strategy step and engaging in behaviors,, such as role-taking, that are

seen as being necessary to accomplish the steps. Earlier tryouts had shown

the students to be engaged by the instruction, the variety of activities and

and the group work interaction throughout the unit.

This was again the reaction in serral classes in the current study.

However, in a number of other classes the unit posed great difficulties.

The main problem was that of thanagement growing out of teacher disincli-

nation toward group work or lack of experience on the part of both teacher

and students in such a learning situation. Having groups of students

working with differing materials required much preparation and taxed the

management skills of those teachers unused to this mode. The very nature
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of the group work demanded a great deal of self-monitoring and group-work

skill on the part of the students. It also required the ability to follow

quite complicated, directions.. It was therefore deFided to reconstruct

the unit, allowing for a great degree of teacher option in pre4 sentation

and organization.

In the revised version, teachers may elect to have the class work

together with one story, thus,prdviding much more contrai_over both pro-

cessiand feedback. The class work may be directed by the tape or the

teacher. The teacher may also choose to have the students work in groups,

eachgroup 4sing a different case study. Detailed directions for ample

menting either option are-provided in the manual. The student materials

have been simplifjed not only to facilitate activities but also to allow

for better delivery or feedback. Certain group a/tivities such as the

"action drama" have been eliminated, because they, rather than the strat-

egy, became the focus of the unit. The relationship of the instructional

events to the strategy has been highlighted in simple terms. Also, a new

case study, more relevant to the life experience of urban nonwhite stu-

dents, has been added. Finally, the "cases" are-now called "stories" to
os,

avoid the perjorative quality associated with "cases" for some students.

Changes in objectives. The analyses also indicated that demanding

recall of what, were essentially enroute or fyiliatating objectives often

interfered with student achievement of the,main objectives of the lesson.

The plethora of objectives tended to obscure the.main lesson point even for

for the most able students. Thus, the focus of each lesson has been
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sharpened to relate the net ivItlen and knowledge tees 1.1 d i rev I Iy to the

strategy and basic concepts. Facilitating objectives retained but

not tested and are often satisfied by perforMsnce on worksheetm. The

reduCtion in the amount of recall may also alleviate the test-like quality

of the course noted by a number of students.

Privacy issues. An essential part of all SEA instruction has been

the requirement for personal application of the strategy. This involves

a number of activities wherein the students collect and record information

about themselves. Great care had been taken with the 1976-77 version of

SEA to ensure the right to privacy of the individual student. Precautions

included advising the students that they need not share personal informs-

tiamoif they didn't wish to and_ forewarning students of any sharing. that

e required. Also, teachers were cautioned to allow students to

abstain from sharing, to not call on students who didn't volunteer, and to

not pressure or allow peers to pressure the students who opted not to

share. Although, the overwhelming number of students did not report any

invasion of privacy, several students did report as a "harmful effect"

the'fact that the teacher had access to personal information. In addi-

tion, observations and student response pages indicated that certain dis-

cussion subjects or stories prompted disclosures which were more revealing

of personal situations thgin was desirable in 3 classroom.

Revisions have been made, that inclUde changing these particular dis-

cussion contexts to avoid leading the students into undue disclosure.
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Most importantly, the teachers have been given strong direction in

the Teacher's Manual regarding the handling of the students' personal

record pages. This involves an initial decision as to whether to check

such pages or to adapt suggested alternatives for checking completion hnd

accuracy. If the decision is to check the pages, the teacher is directed

as to when to announce and what to say about the checking. The narration

also mentions that the teachers will inform the students regarding how the

worksheet will be handled, and alerts the students to anticipate such dir-

ection. The Teacher's Manual also contains reminders regarding student

privacy at all points where it might be an issue.

Teacher's Manual design. The Teacher's Manual supplied to the par-

ticipating teachers consisted of notes, and suggestions for lesson presen-

tation, a copy of the audio script and student materials for each lesson

in the course as well as an introduction to the program. In addition,

copies of all tests and scoring directions were included. This amounted

to 680 pages of typescript bound in a three-ring not&gook. Both the size

and organization of the Manual were found to be awkward by a number of the

teachers.

Although more sophisticated printing and binding might have made tie

existing volume somewhat less cumbersome, it would have' been hefty

and not necessarily easier to use. It was thus decided, in (.usultation

with several of the teachers, to print the Manual in several volumes. The

notes and suggestions which the teachers use to guide them in preparation

for and presentation of each lesson are in one volume. The audi. ripts
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are in a separate volume. The introduction to the materials, expanded to

include additional general information which teachers reported would be

useful and which several reviewers suggested, is in a third volume.

CURRENT VERSION OF SEA

The following is a description of the final configuration of the re-

vision of the SEA course.

The course is presented in 35 half-hour lessons, arranged in four

units of instructi9n. As in the previous version, SEA is centered around

the six-step strategy which makes operative the course-given definition

of ethical action. The only change in the strategy steps is in the word-

ing of Step 1, which is now called "Identify the Value Question." This

change was made to focus the step more clearly on the question which the

students are asked to state, as well as to avoid the implication that the

strategy is a problem-solving device. The general objectives of the

course are essentially the same; specific lesson objectives, however,

have been restated and certain lessons reshaped to relate the con'ent

more closely to the strategy and the key parts of the ethical action

definition.

The basic program is contained on 9 audio cassettes and 3 filmstrips.

Although as many of the lessons as possible have been written for possible

presentation,by the teacher, a tape-led presents 4on of all but a few

lessons has been retained as abAk-up option. In addition, the delivery

styles of both narrators on the tape have been modified in response to

adverse student/teacher reactions.
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The audio tapes are accompanied by three volumes designed for

teacher use. Volume I is the Introduction to the SEA course. Having the

Introduction as a separate volume has allowed the inclusion of a more

detailed description of the course, its rationale and the history of its

development along with more information about the course content and ob-

jectives,including a course overview chart. Having a separate volume

also allows the inclusion of information about student privacy issues,

suggested response to parent inquiries, and other general information re-

garding implementation of the course. As an additional use, the

teacher will be able to lend the Introduction to an interested parent or

colleague and still retain the instructions needed to teach the course.

Volume II is the Teacher's Notes and Suggestions and it functions

similarily to a standard teacher's manual. It contains detailed instruc-

tions for each lesson including statements of objectives, suggestions for

materials preparation, classroom arrangements, lesson outlines, optional

presentation modes (either all teacher, tape and teacher, or all tape)

and suggestions for supplementary activities. It also includes the

teacher's copy of the student study book pages, worksheets, tests, and

correction pages grouped together by lesson. Volume II also contains

duplicates of elements in Volume I to which the teacher might need to

refer during the course, e.g., the Course Overview chart. A system of

graphic symbols has been incorporated into the manual. These "flags"

appear as words in a different type face beside paragraphs of the lesson

procedures that relate to important management aspects of the lessons as
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follows: MGMT, to warn the teacher of a possible problem involving class

management (such as students' movement within the classroom, handing out

materials, and collecting materials); DON'T OMIT, to warn the teacher of
4

an important activity or concept which must not be overlooked; TIME, to

warn the teacher to stay within the time limits suggested for a discus-

sion or activity so as to be able to complete the lesson within the allot-

ted class time; the FOCUS, to call the teacher's attention to the main

points to he made in the lesson.

Volume III is the Audio Scripts volume. The audio scripts were the

elements least often referred to by the teacher during the tryouts. How-

ever, they were indispensable when the tape player was inoperative

and the teacher had to read from the script to conduct the les-

son. Also, with the present configuration of the course that is, with

more lessons written for teacher direction the audio scripts are needed

for those times when the lesson directions call on the teacher to read

aloud the modeling of course concepts and activity directions. To maximize

the utility of the audio scripts, the volume also contains duplicates of

portions of Volume II to which the teacher might need to refer to conduct

the lesson. Most often these are directions and/or questions to be used

in conducting a class discussion, class management recommendations, guide

line for teacher participation, and information for supplying activity

feedback.



The student materials for the course comprise a nonconsumable 40-

page illustrated student study book, 47 pages of illustrated consumalle

worksheets and 10 pages of consumable tests.
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